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Abstract

Background and Aims: Liver transplantation is the only curative treatment for end-stage liver disease. While waiting list
mortality can be predicted by the MELD-score, reliable scoring systems for the postoperative period do not exist. This
study’s objective was to identify risk factors that contribute to postoperative mortality.

Methods: Between December 2006 and March 2011, 429 patients underwent liver transplantation in our department. Risk
factors for postoperative mortality in 266 consecutive liver transplantations were identified using univariate and multivariate
analyses. Patients who were ,18 years, HU-listings, and split-, living related, combined or re-transplantations were excluded
from the analysis. The correlation between number of risk factors and mortality was analyzed.

Results: A labMELD $20, female sex, coronary heart disease, donor risk index .1.5 and donor Na+.145 mmol/L were
identified to be independent predictive factors for postoperative mortality. With increasing number of these risk-factors,
postoperative 90-day and 1-year mortality increased (0–1: 0 and 0%; 2: 2.9 and 17.4%; 3: 5.6 and 16.8%; 4: 22.2 and 33.3%; 5–
6: 60.9 and 66.2%).

Conclusions: In this analysis, a simple score was derived that adequately identified patients at risk after liver transplantation.
Opening a discussion on the inclusion of these parameters in the process of organ allocation may be a worthwhile venture.
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Introduction

Liver transplantation is the only curative treatment for end-

stage liver disease [1]. Today, this can be performed with low

mortality rates and has become a standard technique since the

1980s [2]. Transplantation is a challenging surgical and medical

field; pre- and postoperative logistics, infrastructural conditions in

the transplant centers, experience of the surgeons involved, and

anaesthesiological and medical - e.g. immunosuppressive –

management strategies introduce complex factors that contribute

to success of the procedure, but these factors might also influence

postoperative mortality rates to varying degrees [3,4].

Since the demand for organs is much higher than the number of

available donor organs, patients on the waiting list for a liver

transplant have to be prioritized. A MELD-based allocation

system was introduced in December 2006 in the Eurotransplant

region which was adopted from the UNOS region [5]. The

MELD-based allocation strategy is sometimes described as a

‘‘sickest first’’ system since MELD-values are used to predict 3-

month mortality probability of patients with end-stage liver disease

who have not undergone liver transplantation, thus enabling

surgeons to give priority to patients with higher scores [6]. The

primary aim of MELD-based allocation – a reduction in the

waiting list mortality rates – was accomplished in a relatively short

timeframe [7,8]. After the establishment of MELD-based alloca-

tion in the Eurotransplant region, median labMELD scores

increased, indicating that ‘‘sicker’’ patients underwent liver

transplantation first [8,9]. Simultaneously, there was an increase

in the postoperative mortality rates. High labMELD-scores were

discussed as a possible risk factor for increased postoperative

mortality [10,11] and it has been demonstrated that, in

comparision to other procedures, sicker patients who undergo

liver transplantation not only consume more resources, but also

have a higher probability for postoperative morbidity and

mortality [6,9]. High-MELD patients tend to have longer hospital

stays and consume more blood-products [12].

Although an association between high MELD-scores and

increased mortality has been reported in the literature [9,11], no

source has, to date, identified the factors that contribute to the

correlation [10]. In the past few years, mortality and outcome after

liver transplantation has continuously been investigated [2,13–15].

It seems likely that there is a donor-specific influence on
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postoperative outcome [16,17] therefore scores, such as D-MELD

[18] and the donor risk index [19], have been derived from large

retrospective analyses. Although these scores help to identify high

risk patients, a precise method for predicting postoperative survival

probability has not been accomplished as yet [20].

In general, transplantation aims to improve survivability and

quality of life. It has clearly been shown that these two important

parameters are improved by the inclusion of liver transplantation

surgery in the patients’ general medical care strategy [21].

Nonetheless, the postoperative mortality rate is still significant,

therefore identifying the patients with increased risk is of great

importance. Under German law, donor organs should be allocated

according to the probability for ‘‘success’’ of the transplantation

[22]. The associated ethical debate circles around the view that life

is a universal value that is independent of its expected duration.

The discussion on this subject must certainly include ways to

identify the patients’ postoperative survival probability, especially

if patients who would benefit more from the best medical care

management than from transplantation could be identified. While

waiting list mortality rate can be predicted adequately using the

MELD score [23], no accurate prediction for postoperative liver

transplantation survival probabilities has been found [20]. Given

that it is possible to identify a subgroup of patients who have a

higher mortality probability after liver transplantation surgery, the

current system of organ allocation might need to be refined.

Over the last few years, our center has become one of the largest

German facilities for liver transplantation with highly standardized

preoperative management strategies, surgical procedure and

postoperative treatment [4,24], and postoperative morbidity and

mortality rates that are comparable to other large medical centers

worldwide. This study aimed to identify risk factors associated with

increased postoperative mortality in a typical patient collective

undergoing liver transplantation and to establish a risk score that

would help to identify high risk patients.

Patients and Methods

Patient collective and monitored parameters
All national and institutional guidelines and regulations

concerning data acquisition in retrospective analyses were followed

at all times. After obtaining approval from the local ethics

committee (Ethikkommission der Medizinischen Fakultät Heidel-

berg, Heidelberg, Germany; reference number: S-548/2012), the

study was conducted with all patients who underwent liver

transplantation at the University of Heidelberg from the estab-

lishment of MELD-based allocation in December 2006 until

March 2011. According to the approval statement by the local

ethics committee, no consent was needed for this single-center

analysis. Only persons who were at least 18 years of age were

included in the study. High urgency listed patients and persons

who underwent living donor, split liver, combined or re-

transplantations were excluded from the analysis. Of the 429

patients who had undergone liver transplantation procedures, 266

were eligible for inclusion in the study (Figure 1).

As a standard, pre-, peri-, and postoperative parameters

concerning donor and recipient characteristics were monitored

and collected in a database, and all data on patient survival

probability rates was included in regular follow-up sessions.

Complete datasets, including survival probability data, were

available for all of the eligible patients for at least one year after

surgery. The parameters under investigation are listed in Tables 1–

3.

Calculation of lab-, Na-, and D-MELD scores
labMELD scores were calculated according to the Mayo-Model

(MELD = 3.78[Ln serum bilirubin (mg/dL)]+11.2[Ln INR]+
9.57[Ln serum creatinine (mg/dL)]+6.43 [25]. When patients

underwent dialysis during the last week of treatment or if

creatinine levels were greater than 4.0 mg/dL, creatinine value

in the calculations was set to 4.0 mg/dL. All variables that were

less than 1 were set to 1. NaMELD scores were calculated as

labMELD+1.59 (135 – Na+) with the maximum and minimum

cutoff values for Na+ being 135 and 120 mmol/L [26] respec-

tively. D-MELD scores were calculated as a product of donor age

and preoperative labMELD values [18].

Statistics
For descriptive statistics of the monitored parameters, the

median and interquartile ranges (IQR), as well as the mean and

standard deviations (SD) of the values obtained were used. Due to

the low number of events, no stratification of labMELD scores and

DRI was performed to identify possible cut-off values for the uni-

and multivariate analysis; thus, cut-off values had to be defined in

advance. For labMELD scores, a value of 20 was defined as cut off

value and for DRI, the 1st quartile was calculated and used. Hypo-

and hypernatremia was defined as serum natrium below or above

135–145 mmol/L. Overall survival was defined as the elapsed

time from the date of transplantation until death. The exact cause

of death was irrelevant. Survival curves were constructed using the

Kaplan-Meier estimator. A risk factor analysis was performed with

respect to the 90-day mortality timeframe. The univariate analysis

was performed using the logistic regression analysis and the Chi2-

test or Fisher’s exact test, where appropriate. Due to the low

number of events, parameters with a p value of ,0.10 were

considered significant and included into the multivariate logistic

regression analysis. In the final model of the multivariate

regression analysis, only parameters with a p value of #0.05 or

an odd ratio that did not include 1 were considered to be

significant and parameters were described using odds ratio and

95% confidence interval values. Parameters that were included in

the final model were used to construct a risk score. The patient

Figure 1. Patient Allocation. Of 429 patients who underwent liver
transplantation at our institution from December 2006 till March 2011,
266 were eligible for inclusion in the study. *incl. 18 HU-listed, 33 split/
living related, and 5 retransplantations; excl. **,18 years; ***,18 years
or HU-listed; ****,18 years, HU-listed or split/living related or combined
organ transplantation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.g001

Risk Score: Liver Transplantation
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collective was stratified into subgroups according to the number of

positive risk factors. Differences between survival curves of patient

subgroups were analyzed using the log-rank test. Unless otherwise

stated, two sided p values were considered statistically significant at

p,0.05.

Results

Recipient and donor characteristics and intraoperative param-

eters are described in Tables 1–3. The univariate analysis

identified eleven parameters (recipient specific: labMELD, NaMELD,

sex, coronary heart disease, and renal insufficiency; donor specific:

Table 1. Recipient characteristics.

n %

Patients included into the analysis 266 100

Survival

,90 days 32 12

.90 days 234 88

median IQR

Age [years] 54 47–60

Sex n %

male 193 73

female 73 27

Indication

cirrhosis (alcoholic) 81 30.45

cirrhosis (viral) 67 25.19

HCC 39 14.66

other 79 29.70

Comorbidities

coronary heart disease 32 12.03

renal insufficiency 106 39.85

diabetes mellitus 65 24.44

encephalopathy 116 43.61

Median IQR

Body mass index 25.68 23.67–29.26

labMELD 16 10.25–29

NaMELD 20.1 11.91–30.74

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t001

Table 2. Donor characteristics.

Median IQR

Age 61 48–71

Sex n %

male 145 55

female 121 45

Median IQR

Donor risk index 1.87 1.52–2.06

Body mass index 26.04 23.46–27.78

Serum parameters Mean SD

Na+ [mmol/L] 148.37 10.29

CRP [mg/L] 141.82 110.91

creatinine [mg/dL] 1.43 2.78

AST [U/L] 80.20 94.60

ALT [U/L] 63.20 85.17

bilirubin [mg/dL] 0.67 0.57

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t002

Risk Score: Liver Transplantation
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DRI, serum Na+, serum AST, and serum ALT; surgery related:

intraoperatively collected suction bag volume and cold ischemia

times) that had significant influence on the 90-day mortality rates

after liver transplantation (Table 4). All of these factors were

included in the multivariate analysis and five parameters (recipient

specific: labMELD, coronary heart disease, sex; donor specific: DRI,

serum Na+) that are preoperatively available had a significant

influence on patient survival (Table 5).

Female patients had a higher median labMELD in comparison

to male patients, but sex was later identified as an independent risk

factor. Further analysis of the 90-day mortality rates for patients

with labMELD scores of ,20 and $20 revealed an increase in the

mortality rate of female recipients with labMELD scores of $20 in

comparison to male recipients (32.6 vs. 13.7%; p,0.05). There

were no observable differences in values for patients with

labMELD scores ,20 (female vs. male 90-day mortality: 10 vs.

4.2%; p.0.05).

These factors were included in the risk score and patients were

divided into subgroups according to the number of positive risk

factors (Table 6, Figure 2). As the number of positive risk factors

increases, there is an exponential hike in the 90-day mortality

rates. Median D-MELD scores were 948.5 (IQR: 585.75–1673.5).

Patients from both low (,1600) and high ($1600) D-MELD

groups had a median of 3 risk factors. While there was hike in the

median D-MELD scores with an increase in the number of risk

factors, no significant correlation could be detected between these

two factors. Figure 3 illustrates this association between risk score

and D-MELD. Moreover, while both the uni- and multivariate

analyses indicated that the labMELD scores bore a significant

influence, donor age was shown to have no impact on

postoperative 90-day survival rates.

Discussion

In our patient collective, a clear correlation between the stated

risk factors (Table 5) and postoperative mortality could be

demonstrated (Table 6, Figure 2). With the exception of the

warm ischemic time, all parameters are readily available before

the actual transplantation operation takes place and hence could

be included in a refined organ allocation system. In part, these

parameters have been already identified as risk factors, since

preoperative labMELD scores have been recognized as predictive

parameters for patient postoperative survival rate, although no

clear correlation between the two was previously identified [9–12].

When MELD-based allocation was established in Germany, an

increase in the median labMELD scores of patients undergoing

liver transplantation [6,8,9] and a simultaneous spike in patient

postoperative mortality rates was observed. A significant correla-

tion between the preoperative labMELD scores and postoperative

mortality exists [6,9]. This has been attributed to the fact that

patients with higher MELD-scores are ‘‘sicker’’ and as such, have

Table 3. Perioperative parameters included in the analysis.

Median IQR

duration of surgery [hh:min] 05:30 04:30–06:35

suction bag volume* [ml] 3100 1500–6000

cold ischemic time [hh:min] 11:20 9:54–13:17

Transplant histology

steatosis [%] 10 0–25

n %

Fibrosis 49 18.42

*total volume collected during surgery including ascites, rinsing fluids, and blood.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t003

Table 4. The Risk Factors identified in the univariate analysis.

Survival [days] ,90 $90 p

Male recipient [%] 47 76 0.001

Coronary heart disease [%] 28 9.83 0.005

Renal insufficiency [%] 59.38 37.18 0.019

labMELD [median (IQR)] 28.5 (18.75–32.5) 15 (10–28) 0.001

NaMELD [median (IQR)] 29.39 (20.44–34.71) 18.79 (11.54–29.58) 0.005

suction bag volume* [ml; median (IQR)] 5000 (1950–8000) 3000 (1500–6000) 0.041

CIT [hh:min; median (IQR)] 12:29 (10:08–14:03) 11:18.5 (09:52.5–13:06) 0.041

DRI [median (IQR)] 1.92 (1.71–2.09) 1.84 (1.5–2.06) 0.069

Donor serum Na+ [mmol/L; mean 6 SD] 134,9765,79 148,19610,45 +0.028/0.034

Donor serum AST [mmol/L; mean 6 SD] 119,846115,23 78,11691,86 0.074

Donor serum ALT [mmol/L; mean 6 SD] 63,50662,34 62,31684,39 0.040

CIT: cold ischemic time; DRI: donor risk index; hyper-/hyponatremia defined as Na+,135 and .145 mmol/L.
*total volume collected during surgery including ascites, rinsing fluids, and blood.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t004
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an increased risk of waiting list and intraoperative mortality. It can

be stated that this risk persists after the early postoperative phase

and in conjunction with comorbidties such as coronary heart

disease, renal insufficiency, and diabetes mellitus, heightens the

chances of waiting list mortality and a negative outcome after

transplantation [27–29].

The parameters that predict postoperative survival are neces-

sarily different from paramters that predict waiting list mortality.

The underlying liver disease, patient age, immunosuppressive

regimen, DRI and ischemic times have been identified as

parameters and combinations with the MELD score have been

discussed [30–33].

The amount of blood coagulation in a patient, which is

determined by the International Normalized Ratio (INR), also has

a significant impact on the patients’ MELD scores. Patients

undergoing liver transplantation with high MELD-scores are

prone to blood loss and ultimately use more blood products than

patients with low MELD scores. In our analysis, the total volume

collected in the suction bag during surgery was used as a surrogate

parameter to both blood loss and ascites. Although this was not

identified as a significant parameter in the multivariate analysis,

blood loss might be associated with reperfusion injury and

persistent damage of the transplanted liver [34].

Coronary heart disease, a well-known risk factor for multiple

types of surgery, has frequently been discussed as a risk factor for

liver transplantation [35]. In contrast to the Hepatorenal

Syndrome and renal insufficiency [36], it is not fully clear how

coronary heart disease is linked to end-stage liver disease [37] but

these patients clearly have an increased risk of mortality [38]

independently of liver transplantation. While some literature

sources have suggested that a protective effect of cirrhosis on

atherosclerosis and myocardial infarction might exist [39,40],

there is a prevalence of coronary heart disease of up to 27% in

patients with end-stage liver disease [35,41–43]. In a retrospective

analysis, a significant increase in the 1-year mortality rate was

identified in patients with coronary heart disease after liver

transplantation [35]. Coronary heart disease might be associated

with hemodynamic and vascular alterations that typically contrib-

ute to an increased intraoperative mortality risk and also aggravate

reperfusion injury, thus influencing postoperative survival rates via

multiple pathways [44–46].

In several studies, ischemia/reperfusion injury has been

identified as a relevant factor that leads to persistent postoperative

liver damage [47,48]. Both warm [49] and cold ischemic times

seem to be relevant parameters that lead to inflammatory

processes after reperfusion and contribute to persistent biliary

complications [50], primary non function (PNF), and a delayed

graft function [51], thereby decreasing the chances of a positive

outcome after liver transplantation [52]. Although it has been

suggested that setting a limit of 14–16 hours for cold storage in

donors of up to 60 years old [47] and of 8–12 hours in donors over

60 years and with hepatosteatosis [53] prevents extensive cold

ischemic damage to the liver, no limit has been suggested for the

warm ischemic time since this value depends on the surgeons

experience and is related to the anatomy of both the patient and

the liver. The presence of other factors, such as steastosis [9,54],

before explantation [19] greatly influence reperfusion injury,

primary dys- and non-function. This is reflected in the donor risk

index [19]. This index has been shown to be effective in predicting

postoperative liver function and survival rates in low-MELD

patients, but not in high MELD patients [30,31].

Our research indicated that female recipients were prone to

postoperative mortality. Although an association between female

donors and negative postoperative outcome has been shown in

some studies [55–58], we did not identify this correlation in our

patient collective. Brooks, et al. reported a decreased chance of

survival when female livers were transplanted into male recipients

[55]. Animal studies have revealed that estrogens have a biological

Table 5. Multivariate, logistic regression analysis of patient survival rates.

Variables Category OR 95% CI p

labMELD $20 vs. ,20 5.62 2.29–15.25 0.0003

Coronary heart disease yes vs. no 4.12 1.39–12.17 0.0097

DRI $1.5 vs. ,1.5 3.33 1.03–15.08 0.0705

Sex female vs. male 3.17 1.34–7.59 0.0085

Donor Na+ [mmol/L] .145 vs. #145 2.91 1.20–7.71 0.0228

Final model of the multivariate logistic regression analysis of clinical parameters associated with the 90-day timeframe for patient survival in the study population.
Clinical parameters included in the multivariate analysis were significant at the 10% level in the univariate analysis. OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interval; DRI: donor risk
index.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t005

Table 6. Risk Factor score and patient survival rates.

Survival [%]

Number of risk factors Number of patients ,90 days $365 days

0–1 21 100.00 100.00

2 70 97.10 82.60

3 107 94.40 83.20

4 45 77.78 66.70

5 23 39.13 34.80

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.t006

Risk Score: Liver Transplantation
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Figure 3. Box-Whisker-Plot depicting D-MELD scores for the number of positive risk factors in the patient collective. While there is an
increase of median D-MELD-scores with an increasing number of risk factors, this is no significant correlation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.g003

Figure 2. Survival stratified for number of positive risk factors. With an increasing number of risk-factors, postoperative 90-day and 1-year
mortality increased (0–1: 0 and 0%; 2: 2.9 and 17.4%; 3: 5.6 and 16.8%; 4: 22.2 and 33.3%; 5: 60.9 and 66.2%).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098782.g002

Risk Score: Liver Transplantation
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influence on the long term postoperative outcome [59]. In contrast

to these findings, our results indicated that it is the recipient’s sex

and not the donor’s that had a significant influence on

postoperative 90-day mortality rates. In general, female patients

had higher labMELD scores when compared to male patients, but

this did not explain the correlation that was observed in the

multivariate analysis: when patients with labMELD scores of ,20

and also $20 were categorized according to gender and 90-day

mortality values, female recipients with high labMELD scores still

had an increased mortality rate in comparison to their male

counterparts (32.6 vs. 13.7%; p,0.05). In low labMELD patients,

no significant difference between male and female recipients was

seen (10 vs. 4.2%; p.0.05). With regard to all other monitored

parameters, further analysis of the data did not identify any

differences between male and female recipients.

In our study, Hypernatremia was identified as one of the six

relevant risk factors for patient mortality. Donor Na+ has been

discussed for quite some time as important influence on

postoperative survival rates [60,61]. High donor sodium levels

may be due to an electrolyte and/or fluid imbalance which leads

to an accumulation of intrahepatocellular osmolytes. The

osmolytes protect against osmotic damage to the hepatocytes in

the donor and, when the osmotic gradient increases in a normo- or

hyponatremic recipient, this gives rise to increased intracellular

pressure after reperfusion and subsequently results in cellular and

liver damage [62]. The cellular release of transaminases in the

recipient, which is a common indicator of liver damage, often

corresponds to heightened donor sodium levels [60–62]. Both, the

damage during reperfusion and recipient-specific factors that are

not clearly related to reperfusion injury have a persistent effect on

90-day survival rates in patients.

In some publications, the D-MELD score, which is a product

from the donor’s age and preoperative labMELD score, is good

identifying high risk patients [18]. As a rule of thumb, a D-MELD

of 1600 is considered to be upper limit; any higher and

postoperative mortality rates increase exponentially [18]. Although

patients with high D-MELD scores ($1600) had higher 90-day

mortality rates, no significant correlation between D-MELD scores

and the risk factor score was detected in our patient collective

(Figure 3). Our multivariate analysis did not identify donor age to

be a significant risk factor.

Postoperative mortality rates predicted by the risk score derived

in this study should not be seen as fixed and the same may be true

for the preoperative mortality rates predicted by the MELD score.

With improved surgical technique, and better peri- and postop-

erative management, survival after liver transplantation has

continuously improved over the decades and this trend will

continue with the introduction of new immunosuppressive drugs

and novel peri- and postoperative interventions [2]. In this

context, this study does not aim to prevent transplantations of high

risk patents, but rather to identify those who would benefit from

individualized therapies and closer postoperative monitoring

procedures.

Using our model, a female patient with a preoperative

labMELD score of 20–30 (corresponding to a 3-month mortality

of 11–49% without transplantation) and coronary heart disease

should only get carefully selected organs. A DRI greater than 1.5

and donor Na+ levels higher than 145 mmol/L would, given that

this score can be validated in a different patient collective, increase

postoperative mortality to 60.1% - a rate much higher than that

one predicted using only the MELD score without transplantation.

But this is a constructed case and it is important to point out that

the presence of these parameters do not necessarily mean that

transplantation should not be performed. These values simply

mean that postoperative procedures in these patients must be

adapted and individualized in order to achieve a positive outcome.

It might be noteworthy to discuss whether recipient specific

parameters such as sex, comorbidities like coronary heart disease,

DRI, and donor Na+ levels should be included in the allocation

model, since these parameters are easily available during the

process of organ allocation.

Conclusions

This study clearly demonstrated that prediction of mortality risk

after liver transplantation is possible. Five parameters (labMELD

$20, female gender, coronary heart disease, donor risk index

higher than 1.5, and donor Na+ levels .145 mmol/L) that are

preoperatively available were identified to be independent

predictive factors for postoperative 90-day and 1-year mortality.

The ability to identify high risk patients after liver transplantation

is a valuable asset that could lead to more effective, individualized

postoperative therapies. Furthermore, it may be worthwhile to

include predicted postoperative success rates in organ allocation

strategies.
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